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According to William Metcalf, Australia’s foremost historian on intentional 
communities, there are between 100 and 1000 intentional communities in Aus-
tralia producing a diverse ecology of micro-utopias. Each of these communities 
has as distinct reasons for seeking new ways of being in the world and they 
do for withdrawing from the existing one. This zine is an exploration of one 
of the earliest utopian experiments in Australia’s colonial history - an exodus, 
by some its most radical activists, to Paraguay in the last decade before the 
founding of the Australian nation. 

Those who joined this exodus chose to live in the jungle of Paraguay because it 
was a world away from the oppressive nature of the emerging Australian  
nation. In the isolation of the monte, however, they found out their enemies 
were not only the troopers, squatters and bureaucrats they ran away from 
but also their own pettiness, prejudice and inhumanity. They ran up against 
themselves, and in so doing learnt some hard lessons on utopia. 

In telling this less then glorious tale my aim is not to excuse the prejudices that 
tainted this expedition, but to marvel at the irrepressible desire that continues 
to place utopia on any real or imagined map of the world “worth glancing at” 
(to quote Oscar Wilde). 

This zine began when I was asked to present some research on “utopia” at The 
Secession, Vienna, in January this year.  When reading about New Australia 
I was struck by the asymmetry between the safe harbor these boatloads of 
militants found in Paraguay and the forcible ejection of those seeking arguably 
more modest dreams of survival from Australian harbours today. I struggled 
to find a local contemporary utopian moment to talk about and decided to 
share this old story instead. What was unlearned it seems must be unlearned 
again, so that we can learn to unlearn and learn again. Utopia onwards and 
backwards…





I must now shock you by telling you
that we have no longer anything which
you, a native of another planet, 
would call a government. 

William Morris, News from Nowhere,
1890.

On July 16 1893, on a cold and rainy winter’s day, a boatload of revolutionar-
ies huddled under the banner “all for each and each for all” as they left Sydney  
Harbour and set sail for a small piece of land in the jungles of Paraguay to build 
utopia. They were later joined by a trickle of other recruits creating a troubled 
micro society called New Australia. 

Their journey was ill-fated and improbable leaving an almost comic legacy of a 
group of decedents, far from their ancestor’s home, with a smattering of red hair 
and freckles, who spoke Spanish or Guaraní with a few words of archaic  
Australian slang from the 1890s thrown in such as “Strewth” “Fair Dinkum”, 
“Boil the Billy” and “Smoko”. Today there is virtually nothing left of the small 
community, even the name of the town Nueva Australia has been changed, in an 
ironic twist of fate, to Nueva Londres.

What drove this rag tag bunch so far across the world was a mixture of hope and 
fear. Many of the group where bushmen from Queensland who, after the  
walloping defeat of the shearers strike in 1891, feared the emerging Australian 
nation was no place for poor people like them.  These labour activists were 
joined by feminists, anarchists, vegetarians, adventurers and other radicals: 
they all packed up for Paraguay hoping to build a New Australia. 



Those who seek to change the 
world must first of all show the 
world that change is possible - 

Billy Lane, leader and
founder of New 

Australia



Despite the isolation and extreme poverty, the ambition of the utopian settlers 
was boundless, they cleared roads 45m wide in the Paraguayan jungle in  
readiness for the arrival of the radical masses. Mary Gilmore, who was later ap-
pointed a Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire and now adorns 
the Australian $10 note travelled to utopia as a young woman and wrote of her 
life there: 

 Being poor we used what props we could. When we needed white  
 stockings and had none we raw starched or pipe-clayed our legs, when  
 we needed a castle we did as Shakespeare did and put up a placard  
 with “here is a castle”.  



At first the jungle seemed like an idyllic Arcadia to the drought affected 
Australians. The kids especially adapted to their new surroundings. Margaret 
Hoare, the daughter of a Queensland bushman, explained, “it was the best life 
ever, as it was free and easy. Sometimes somebody would take it into their head 
to collect the youngsters and start school… well that would fall through. Then we 
kids would run wild again.” 

Tensions, however, quickly formed between the parents. New Australia had four 
guiding principles – Communism, Mateship, a Brotherhood of English Speaking 
Whites and Teetotalism. Each of these principles would end up producing its 
opposite in an illuminating reversal of dreams. Utopia did create the power of 
an example – but not quite the one its founders expected.



In the 1890s Paraguay was dubbed the “land of women” after it suffered a 
decimation of its male population in the War of the Triple Alliance. One of the 
reasons the Paraguayan government gave land to the Australians is that it hoped 
for an influx of eligible men. The utopians delivered shiploads of eligible  
bachelors producing inevitable conflicts over racial isolation. 

Tom Westwood was tempted to break from the “company of English Speaking 
Whites” before they had even landed. Using field glasses he surveyed the scenery 
as they travelled by paddle steamer up the river to their new homes. He spied a 
woman swinging and a hammock with a deer grazing on the grass beside her “I 
don’t know which is prettier” he wrote “the dear in the hammock or the deer on 
the lawn”. 



The conflicts over teetotalism were just as rapid. The cartoonist Robin Wood, a 
descendent of the original pioneers, explained: 

 My great grand fathers were dreamers. Firstly going along with that  
 big dreamer Billy Lane. But the idea of no booze? Madness! A bunch of  
 Irish, Scots and Australians all together and Billy Lane says no booze?  
 Forget it! They were making moonshine before they even took off their  
 shoes”. 

Enthusiasm for communism also suffered a rapid decline. The anarchist  
agitator Larry Petrie arrived in New Australia on the run, forced to flee Old 
Australia after he was accused of trying to blow up a strike breaking ship in 
Sydney Harbour. He bought a fresh interest in radical politics but was quickly 
complaining about “whiffs of dogma, stacks of selfishness, yards of words, and 
absolutely no liberty”. Within a few years negotiations were under way for the 
transferal of communal land into individual plots. 

But it was the decline in mateship that caused the most pain. In 1893 the 
conservative newspaper, The Bulletin gave this explanation for the failure of 
utopia  “the great scheme went to pieces on the dismally vulgar question – who 
was to wash up?” The original colony split virtually on arrival and acrimoni-
ous relations were maintained between and within the two groups. Bitter fights 
broke out over assets, provisions, workloads, the division of tasks and the other 
minutiae of daily life. Henry Connelly, a Queensland bushman explained,

 We ran up against ourselves and at the same time made acquaintance  
 with others at close quarters and in so doing found that however  
 workable communism might be for angels we were not suited to it.















An unintended outcome of the utopian experiment was the way it challenged, 
within one quick generation, the racism of the Australian labour movement 
which, influenced by those such as Billy Lane, had linked communism with  
notions of racial superiority and purity. Far from being a “Brotherhood of  
English Speaking Whites” the children of the utopians mostly did not speak 
English at all learning Spanish or Guaraní as their languages. Many would 
marry people of Paraguayan decent, their children in turn further embracing 
their new home.

In one example, León Cadogan, the child of utopian settlers, pursued the 
egalitarian dreams of his parents but adjusted them to the reality that he was 
living in someone else’s land. Cadogan started out as a yerba businessman but 
was shocked by the widespread use of Indigenous slave labour in the industry. 
He began to work as an unoffical legal aid officer, attempting in 1946 to charge 
a landowner, Emilio Fletcher, with the rape of an Indigenous woman. Ten years 
later he was part of a successful court ruling that finally recognised Indigenous 
peoples as legally human within Paraguyan law. 

Gifted with languages Cadogan worked as a self taught linguist and anthropolo-
gist, unusually he was accepted as a member of the Mbya-Guaraní and was 
given the rare honour of spiritual name - Tupa Kuchubi Veve. Following  
tradition, he kept his name secret until his death - it is the only words adorning 
his gravestone. 



[This break is to draw attention to an absence that will 
need to be filled elsewhere. Despite an apparent  
linguistic convenience this story will not segue from León 
Cadogan into the story of the ongoing struggle for the 
rights of those on whose land New Australia was built. 
Although this story certainly needs to be told - this blank 
is an invitation to seek those who can share it with you.]



This page has been deliberately left blank. 







The comic failure of the Paraguayan utopian misadventure left its participants 
wiser about, if a little disillusioned with, revolutionary ideas. One of the original 
settlers John Sibbald explained,

 There is no flying up to utopia and the landscape of that undiscovered  
 country will disappoint many a climber who carries his ready-  
 made picture with him! The most vigorous will find it still a cloud- 
 capped mountain, up whose sides he must again labour, tied for his  
 safety to the multitude behind. And so after almost three years search,  
 we come back to the question we started with - is it possible to arrive  
 per saltum at the better life humanity is capable of without the tedium  
 of all the intermediate steps, and with material transplanted from old  
 conditions at once into the new? 

On 3 October 1896 William Morris died. His death was the symbolic end of 
the utopian experiment in Paraguay, devastating the remaining settlers who had 
been so inspired by his writing and work. Around this time many people packed 
up and left, some made the arduous journey home. Their story has faded into 
obscurity, but it should not be entirely forgotten as it is, at heart, the story of  
almost any utopian experiment: Grand ideals, blinded by prejudices, hampered 
by human failings and lack of resources, tested by hardship, yet leaving an  
impossible kernel of hope that the world could be better. 

Thomas Moore’s mysterious informer in Utopia was called Raphael Hythloday 
a name that roughly translates as an angle of nonsense. The nonsense dreams 
that led a bunch of poor people from Australia to Paraguay in the 1890s ended 
in predictable disarray. Yet many still seek that elusive and undiscovered  
country - some by climbing cloud capped mountians, others by walking an  
infinity of intermediate steps towards the better life humanity is capable of. 
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